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The number of animal tests at WUR fell by
a fifth last year, according to the annual
report Animal Experiments 2020. This
figure is somewhat misleading as 2019
saw a huge jump of nearly 40 per cent
after years with a downward trend. In the
longer term, animal testing numbers at
WUR fluctuate at around 55,000.
Nearly three quarters of all animal experiments at WUR involve fish, mainly in the
fish monitoring by Wageningen Research.
WUR has a statutory task to monitor fish
stocks in the North Sea. Since 2015, the
fish that are caught have been counted
as test animals. Fish also head the university’s list: over half the 8108 animal
tests involved fish. They were followed by
chickens, pigs and cows.
A new name on the list is the golden hamster, which Wageningen Research used to
test its Covid vaccines. rk
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Fewer
animal
experiments
Pensioners build
greenhouse for Nepal
Gerard Bot and Martien Beek, both 76
years old, have built a bamboo greenhouse on the Wageningen campus.
The former WUR employees (Bot, a
retired professor of Applied Physics,
is an expert on greenhouse climate;
Beek is an expert in plant breeding
and crop protection) want to develop
a greenhouse suitable for Nepal. The
prototype cannot be built in Nepal due
to the Covid crisis, so Wageningen it
is. The greenhouse is made of bamboo
and has been adapted to the climate
in Nepal.

Many market gardeners in Nepal
currently use plastic greenhouses from
India, but these get too hot. The bamboo greenhouse has better ventilation.
The two retirees are using bamboo
because it is the cheapest building
material in Nepal. They have been getting support from WUR’s Greenhouse
Horticulture group, the Technical
University of Eindhoven, Unifarm and
other companies. as
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Computer spots wildlife
Counting wildlife on aerial photos leads
to population estimates that are too low.
The computer can do it better than the
human eye.
This is the gist of the study with which
ecologist Jasper Eikelboom got his
PhD. He taught a computer to detect
elephants, giraffes and zebras in aerial
photos of African savannas.
Nature managers have been using aerial
photos to estimate wildlife populations for
50 years. But the precision of this method leaves much to be desired. Estimates
assume an underestimation of the real
number of animals of up to 80 per cent.
Eikelboom taught the computer program

RetinatNet to recognize wildlife in photos.
His teaching materials were hundreds of
aerial photos taken in two game parks in
Kenya. The idea was: the more pictures
the better. Eikelboom: ‘There is a great
deal of variety in what the program has
to learn to recognize. How the light falls,
for instance, the background, the angle at
which the photo is taken, and so on.’

Exam photo
The algorithm learned fast. On ‘exam photos’, the program ended up seeing more
than 90 per cent of the elephants, giraffes
and zebras spotted by humans. So humans
see more. But the computer also spotted
animals the human eye missed. Altogether,

Eikelboom
thinks the
computer
spots up
to 95 per
cent of the
animals in
the photo.
The computer works fast (one or two seconds per photo), is indefatigable, and can
count the game on an area up to 10 times
bigger than humans can map at the same
cost, thinks Eikelboom. Altogether, that
produces a much more precise estimate
of the total number of animals present in
an area. rk

The computer
spots up to 95
per cent of the
animals in the
photos

